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Strand: Human Environments  Strand Unit: People and Other Lands

Geography resource for 3rd – 6th class



Introduction

Please note: Some of the activities involve comparing photocards. For these activities ensure your groups have all the cards.

Extra images and information to accompany this pack can be downloaded from: www.trocaire.org/education/ 

Homes and Families in Peru is a Geography Resource which integrates with the Strand: Human Environments and
the Strand Unit: People and Other lands – an environment in a non-European country. It has been produced in response
to requests from teachers for a resource which fulfils the aims of the Primary curriculum. Below we outline how Homes and
Families in Peru delivers on the aims of the Geography syllabus: 

What the Geography syllabus* 3rd to 6th class says:

At least one of the non-European environments studied
should be in an economically developing country.

When visiting and exploring an environment is clearly
out of the question photo packs and resource packs
may be used to enable children to learn about another
place using at least some of the investigative methods
which children might have developed in the local area.

Studies of the lives of people in other countries should
be based upon identifiable locations, individuals,
families and communities. ..this is likely to result in a
more authentic picture of life in that place and, if the
examples are chosen carefully, a reasonably typical
picture of life in that place should emerge.

Children may also be encouraged to investigate further
the people, climate, features or other aspects of the
places mentioned.

As children study peoples and environments in their
own country and in other places throughout the world
they can acquire an informed understanding of the
lives, concerns and perspectives of others. Their
assumptions and attitudes may be challenged and a
respect for peoples of diverse cultural, ethnic, social
and other backgrounds may be fostered

Specific units on development education are included
in the curriculum for fifth and sixth classes but some of
the topics involved may well be encountered at much
earlier stages. The issues involved are complex. They
include topics such as….the inequitable distribution of
resources and food, and the need to recognise the
interdependence of peoples and ecosystems in
development. 

Geography equips children to become informed and
active participants in the global family

How Homes and Families in Peru fulfils the Geography
curriculum aims:

Homes and Families in Peru looks at life for three families in a
country where 12 million people live on less than $2 a day.

Homes and Families enables children to explore issues through a
set of 12 photos, stories and classroom activities. 

Children in 3rd to 6th class will be enabled to describe the
differences between life in rural and urban Peru and their own lives

The children will be able to locate Peru on a world map or globe.

They will learn about 3 families who live in different parts of Peru:
a mountain based community, in the capital city of Lima and on
the outskirts of the capital.

The children interpret the weather, temperature and clouds as
shown in the photographs. They also learn about the landscape
and physical features of Peru.

The children will learn about the language, culture, faith, dress,
festivals, food, farming, work, homes, education, transport,
communications,  games and daily life of families in Peru. It is
presented in a way that is interactive and challenging to students.

The children will explore the difficulties re access to water, lack of
sewage system, poor sanitation, low-paying jobs.

The children will learn about population and the movement of
people from the countryside to the city for work.

They will explore what is important for families.

They will begin to explain how Lima has changed and some of the
reasons for these changes

They will see how people are interdependent and explore the
similarities and differences between their lives and the lives of the
Peruvian families.

Reference is also made to biodiversity and the children see how the
families produce a variety of crops which are local to the area such
as coca and maize.

The children begin to understand and explain some ways that
people can strengthen or damage their relationship with one
another and with the world. They will explore what they can do to
right unfair situations and be given an opportunity to respond.

*Primary School Curriculum 1999:  Geography (SESE), Teachers Guidelines, Approaches and Methodologies, Learning about Other Places



Picture number 1:1

Chumbivilcas, Southern Andes
This family lives near the small town of Santo Tomas, high in the Southern Andes. 
The Andes is a range of mountains in Peru. Celestino and his wife, Rosa, have six children. 
This picture shows them with Frida who is nine years old and Brayan who is five years old. 
They are the youngest children in the family. 
(See Family Story 1 for more information).

Questions

l What can you see in the picture?

l Describe how the people in the photo are dressed.

l Are there any clues that the photograph was not taken in Ireland?

l What is the weather like? How does it compare with weather in your country?

l Do you think that this picture was taken in the town (“an urban area”) or the 
countryside (“a rural area”)? Give reasons for your answer.

l What do you think is behind the photographer?

l What might each person in the photograph be thinking?

l What would you like to ask the people in the picture? 

l What similarities and differences are there between this family and your own family?

l What would you like to tell them about your life?

l Fill in the blanks. Use the help words

Bulls        irrigation        blankets rustlers        pasto        whistle

1. People who steal cattle are called cattle _____________________.

2. The bulls are fed long grass called _____________________.

3. The teacher blows a _____________________ to tell the children it is time for school

4. Rosa makes _____________________ and ponchos from sheep’s wool.

5. The _____________________ are used to plough the land.

6. The crops are watered using _____________________ channels. 

TRÓCAIRE is committed to building a
world where the good things of creation
are developed and shared by all.
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Picture number 1:1



Picture number 1:2

Chumbivilcas, Southern Andes
Rosa is in the kitchen area of her family’s house in the mountains in Peru. Rosa is washing 
the mugs in a pot of water. The family gets its water from a spring. There is also a brook
nearby where they wash their clothes and bathe. There are no taps in the house. 
(See Family Story 1 for more information).

Questions

l Describe what you can see of Rosa’s kitchen.

l What sort of fuel does Rosa use for cooking?

l What do you think the family eats?

l From the story, what do the family have for breakfast? What do you have?

l There are no water taps inside the house. Why do you think this is?

l Think of other ways that the family might use water every day.

l What difference would a tap make to their lives?

l What do you think the rest of the room and house look like?

l What are the similarities and differences between your kitchen and Rosa’s?

l Compare the kitchen in this picture with the one in San Martín de Porras, Lima, 
in Picture 3:3. What are the similarities and differences? What clues do they give 
about life in the Andes and life in San Martín de Porras?

l What might Rosa be thinking?

l Imagine you are Rosa. How do you feel about having no taps in your house? 

l What would you like to ask Rosa? 

l What would you like to tell her about your life?

TRÓCAIRE looks forward to a world 
in which everyone has access to clean
water.
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Chumbivilcas, Southern Andes
Frida is nine years old. Her house is near Santo Tomas in Peru. She has just been to
help feed the donkeys outside her house. Frida’s family also keeps horses, cows and sheep.
They grow vegetables too. Frida’s parents, Celestino and Rosa, built the house themselves.
Celestino laid the stones and Rosa added the plaster.
(See Family Story 1 for more information).

Questions 
l What can you see in the picture?

l What clues are there that the photograph was not taken in Ireland?

l What is the weather like?

l Do you think that this picture was taken in the town (“an urban area”) 
or the countryside (“a rural area”)? Give reasons for your answer.

l How is Frida’s house different from and similar to your own?

l From the story, what is the house made of?

l Do you think that the family’s vegetables grow well here? Give reasons.

l What do you think is behind the photographer?

l What might Frida be thinking?

l What would you like to ask her? 

l Would you like your family to live in the Andes in a house like Frida’s? Give reasons.

l What would you like to tell her about your life?

l Join the places to the clues. Use your atlas.

Peru was built by the Incas

The Andes is the longest river in South America

Lima borders Peru to the north

The Amazon is on the western coast of Latin America

Lake Titicaca are in the eastern part of Peru

Chile border Peru to the North

Colombia and Ecuador is the capital of Peru

Spain borders Peru to the south

Machu Picchu are the highest mountains in Latin America

Rainforests is the largest lake in Latin America

Project Work

l Find out about the climate and the weather in different parts of Peru. Draw a map of
Peru to show the areas with different climates. Write about each area. The websites
below will help you.

Websites: • www.worldatlas.com • www.geographia.com/peru/ • www.lonelyplanet.com • 

Picture number 1:3



Photo: Simon Rawles 
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Chumbivilcas, Southern Andes
Frida is walking to school with her brothers, Jivan who is 13 and Rely who is 12. It takes at
least one hour to reach the school. They set out at 7.15am. Today there is a “chocolatada” at
school. This is a traditional treat for Christmas. It means that the school gives everyone a drink
of hot chocolate. The children take a mug with them and some wood for the fire to boil the
water. At 4pm the children return from school.
(See Family Story 1 for more information).

Questions
l What can you see in the picture?

l Describe the landscape, the road and the weather.

l Why do the clouds seem so close?

l What do you think is behind the photographer?

l What might each of the children be thinking?

l Do you think Frida enjoys her journey to school? Give reasons.

l From the story, what subjects do the children learn at school?

l Imagine you are Rely or Frida. Are you looking forward to school? Give reasons.

l What would you like to ask the children? 

l What would you like to tell them about your own journey to school?

l If you were part of Frida’s family, what would you treasure most?

Wordsearch
l Find these words in the Wordsearch: Then put each word in a sentence.

POTATOES  COCA  CORN  BEANS  SHEEP  CANDLE  RADIO  PONCHO  BROOK  QUECHUA  ANDES  PASTO  VILLAGE

Picture number 1:4

C C A Q R V V S P
A A S U T P I L M
A N D E S O L N N
B D P C O N L R M
H L A H W C A O D
K E S U H H G C P
P O T A T O E S E
P T O R A D I O E
N U V R S M P L H
C O C A B E A N S

Project Work
l Find out and write about the different customs, traditions, celebrations and festivals which
are in Peru. The websites below will help you.

Websites: • www.earthyfamily.com/PU-activity.htm • www.mountainvoices.org (requires adult
assistance) • www.incaexplorers.com • 
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San Juan de Lurigancho, Lima
Christian (on the right) is standing beside his house. He is with his mother, Ilaria, 
his father, Alejandro, and his cousin, Ever, who lives nearby.
(See Family Story 2 in this pack for more information).

Questions
l What can you see in the picture?

l Describe the weather, the temperature and the landscape.

l What do you notice about the family? 

l In the story, what did Alejandro grow when he was a farmer?

l In the story, what pet does Christian have? 

l Do you have a pet? What is it?

l Would you like to live here? Give reasons.

l What do you think is behind the photographer?

l What might each person in the photograph be thinking?

l What would you like to ask the people in the picture? 

l What similarities and differences are there between this family and your own family?

l What would you like to tell them about your life?

l Choose the correct word to finish each sentence

1. The climate in Lima is like the climate in _________________ (the North Pole / a desert)

2. The river Rimac is now _________________  (a trickle / overflowing)

3. Christian and his family live on the edge of a __________________ town. (shanty / rich)

4. People make _________________  by digging out the rock on the slopes. (holes / terraces)

5. Alejandro _____________ knives (sells / sharpens)

6. Christian’s house is made of _________________  (rush matting / bricks)

7. For breakfast, the family have _________________  (toast / water)

8. The family’s toilet is _________________  (a hole in the ground / a flush toilet)

9. Christian goes to school in the _________________  (morning / afternoon)

10. After school, Christian _________________ (plays football/ shines shoes)

Picture number 2:1
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San Juan de Lurigancho, Lima
The boys in the picture are called Ever (right) and Christian (left). They are cousins. 
They have been sent to fetch water from the water tank. The tank is at the foot of the hill
where they live. Next week a new water tank near their house will be connected. The
sewage system does not reach up the hill. Their toilet is just a hole in the ground that they
have to clean out themselves. 
(See Family Story 2 in this pack for more information).

Questions
l What can you see in the picture?

l Describe the weather, the temperature, the landscape, the road and the houses.

l How do they compare to your own local area?

l What do you notice about the boys?

l What are the similarities and differences between you and them?

l What do you think is behind the photographer?

l Look at Picture 2:3 to see the new water tank about to be connected on the hill behind 
Christian’s house. What differences might this make to their lives?

l What might the boys be thinking?

l Would you like to be there? Give reasons.

l Where do you get your water? Is it easy for you to get a drink of water?

l Why do you think Ever and Christian have no taps in their houses? Is it fair?

l Imagine you are walking beside Ever and Christian. What would you like to ask them? 
What would you like to tell them about your life?

l Fill in the grid to show what the boys have for their meals. Then fill in the grid for what
you have for your meals. Complete the grid by filling in for the other families when you
have read their stories.

Picture number 2:2

Project Work
l Find out and write about some of the new technologies which are being used in Peru.

Write about how each one will change what life is like in Peru. The websites below will
help you.

Websites: • www.dot-com-alliance.org • www.practicalaction.org • 

Breakfast Lunch Dinner Snacks

Christian and Ever’s family

My family

Frida’s family

Elvis and Kevin’s family
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San Juan de Lurigancho, Lima
The boys in the picture are called Ever (left) and Christian (right). They are cousins. 
They are doing their homework in front of Ever’s house. On the hillside behind 
the house you can see the new water tank that will be connected next week.
(See Family Story 2 for more information)

Questions

l What can you see in the picture?

l Describe Ever’s house. What is it made of?

l How many rooms are in Ever’s house? What are they?

l From the story, list the different materials that people use to build their houses in the
shantytown?

l What are the similarities and differences between your house and Ever’s house?

l What do you think is behind the photographer?

l Compare the house in this picture with the houses in Pictures 1:3 and 3:4. 
What are the similarities and differences? What might be some of the 
reasons for the differences?

l What might the boys be thinking?

l Would you like to be there? Give reasons.

l Where do you do your homework? Would you be able to concentrate here? 
Give reasons.

l Would you like to live in a house like Ever’s? Give reasons.

l Why do you think Ever’s house is like this? Is it fair?

l What would you like to ask Ever and Christian? What would you like to tell them about
your life?

TRÓCAIRE looks forward to a world in
which everyone has access to shelter.

Picture number 2:3
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San Juan de Lurigancho, Lima
Christian has taken a bus into the centre of Lima to work. The area is called Plaza Grau.
It takes about an hour to get there. Christian is shining a pair of shoes. He and his cousin, 
Ever, shine shoes for a few hours every day. For the other half of the day they go to
school.
(See Family Story 2 for more information).

Questions

l What can you see in the picture?

l Are there clues that the picture was not taken in Ireland?

l Is this a town or city (“urban area”) or a village (“rural area”)? 
Give reasons for your answer.

l Lima was once called the “garden city”. How has it changed?

l What do you notice about the man having his shoes polished?

l What do you think is behind the photographer?

l What might each person in the photograph be thinking?

l Do you think the boys make a good wage cleaning shoes? Give reasons for your answer.

l Do you think the boys enjoy working for half the day or that they would rather go to 
school all day? Give reasons. 

l How would you feel if you had to work for half of each day? Why?

l If you lived in this family, what would you treasure most?

l What would you like to ask the people in the picture? 

l What would you like to tell them about your life?

Project Work

l Find out about some of the major buildings in Peru. Some of them are very old and
were built by the Incas. Some in the cities are very new. Write about them and why you
think they are important to people living in Peru. The websites below will help you.

Websites: • www.tiki.oneworld.net • www.geographia.com/peru •  
• www.rediscovermachupicchu.com • www.sacredsites.com/americas/peru • 

TRÓCAIRE looks forward to a world in
which everyone has access to a
livelihood, health and education.

Picture number 2:4
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San Martín de Porras, Lima
Rosa Mulatillo’s family lives in San Martín de Porras on the outskirts of Lima. Lima is the 
capital city of Peru. Her sons are Kevin, who is seven, and Elvis, who is twelve. They are
pictured in their front room. Rosa’s husband, Luís, makes plastic furniture and sells it from 
a cart attached to his bicycle. Rosa makes and sells chocolates.
(See Family Story 3 in this pack for more information).

Questions

l What can you see in the picture?

l Does the picture give you any clues about the family’s life?

l Compare the clothes in this picture with those in Picture 1:1. 
What are the differences? Can you think of any reasons for the differences?

l What do you think the rest of the room and the rest of the house look like?

l What might the people in the picture be thinking?

l What would you like to ask the children? 

l What similarities and differences are there between this family and your own family?

l What would you like to tell Kevin and Elvis about your home and family?

l How is San Martin de Porres different from 30 years ago?

l From the story, why did Rosa come to Lima?

l List the different jobs that Rosa has had.

l Write True or False.

1. Rosa and Luis have lived all their lives in Santa Maria de Porres. __________

2. Rosa and Luis have two children, Kevin and Elvis. __________

3. Rosa came to Lima from Piura in the North of Peru. __________

4. Piura is a rich part of Peru. __________

5. Rosa used to work as a teacher. __________

6. Luis makes plastic furniture. __________

7. Rosa makes chocolate and cakes. __________

8. The family keep pigeons, chickens, hens and guinea pigs. __________

9. Kevin plays rugby with his friends. __________

10. Elvis and Kevin go to school in the afternoon. __________

Picture number 3:1
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San Martín de Porras, Lima
Kevin is washing before he goes to school. The kitchen and bathroom are on the ground 
floor of his house, next to the living room. There is also a garage where Kevin’s dad, Luís, 
keeps his cart and his motorcycle. The bedrooms are on the next floor. On the flat roof 
there are rooms and a terrace where the family keeps guinea pigs, chickens, pigeons, 
pet budgerigars and a parrot.
(See Family Story 3 for more information).

Questions

l What can you see in the picture?

l What are the similarities and differences between Kevin’s bathroom and your 
bathroom at home?

l Do you notice anything about the walls?

l What do you think the rest of the room and the rest of the house look like?

l What might Kevin be thinking?

l What would you like to ask Kevin? 

l How valuable do you think water is to Kevin? Why?

l What would you like to tell him about your home?

Project Work

l Find out and write about Peru’s imports and exports. What are they? Why are they
important to people in Peru? The websites below will help you.

Websites: • www.fao.org • www.new-agri.co.uk/04-5/countryp.html • 
• www.nationsencyclopedia.com/Americas/Peru-FOREIGN-TRADE.html • 

TRÓCAIRE looks forward to a world 
in which everyone has access to clean
water.

Picture number 3:2
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San Martín de Porras, Lima
This is Kevin’s kitchen. He and his brother, Elvis, are helping their mother to make lunch.
(See Family Story 3 for more information).

Questions

l What can you see in the picture?

l What are the similarities and differences between Kevin’s kitchen and your kitchen at
home?

l What sort of food do you think Kevin eats?

l What do you think is behind the photographer?

l Compare this kitchen with the one in the Andes in Picture 1:2. What are the differences 
and similarities? What clues do the two kitchens give about the families’ lives?

l What might the people in the picture be thinking?

l What would you like to ask them? 

l What would you like to tell them about the food you eat?

l Rosa earns money from making chocolates. Name three things that she has spent the
money on.

l What two things does the family get from the chickens?

l How are the droppings from the hens and guinea pigs used?

Project Work

l Find out and write about agriculture in Peru. What food crops are grown? What cash
crops – crops that earn the producers money – are grown? The websites below will help
you.

Websites: • www.mongabay.com - for picture on farming • 
• www.new-agri.co.uk/04-5/countryp.html • 

TRÓCAIRE looks forward to a world in
which everyone has access to food.

Picture number 3:3
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San Martín de Porras, Lima
Kevin is sitting on his father’s motorcycle in front of their house to have his photograph 
taken. The family does not have a car. The window by the front door is the only window
on the ground floor. There is a tiny garden below the window. Kevin’s mother grows
lemon plants, beans, pomegranates, aloe vera and Peruvian fruits like chirimoya. She uses
droppings from the family’s chickens and guinea pigs as fertiliser. Aloe vera can be used
to make moisturiser. It can also be used to cure stomach problems.
(See Family Story 3 for more information).

Questions

l What can you see in the picture?

l Describe Kevin’s street. Are there any improvements taking place?

l Do you think it is easy or difficult to grow things here? Why?

l Where do you think Kevin and Elvis play?

l Elvis travels by moped to school. Kevin travels by taxi. List the different ways that
people in your class travel to school?

l What might Kevin be thinking?

l What would you like to ask Kevin? 

l What would you like to tell him about your house, your pets or the transport 
that your family uses?

l If you lived in this family, what would you treasure most?

l Fill in the grid by answering the questions for Kevin and for yourself.

Picture number 3:4

Kevin Me

Who is in your family?

What is your house made of?

What work are people in your family paid for?

What animals does your family keep?

How do you travel to school?

What are your favourite subjects at school?

What do you play at breaktime in school?

What games do you play after school?
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Geography
Location – Peru is on the western coast of Latin
America, beside the Pacific Ocean. Colombia and Ecuador
are to the north of Peru, with Brazil and Bolivia to the
east, and Chile to the south. 

Landscape – Peru is divided into three very different
areas. The coastline is mostly desert and 50-100 miles 
(80-160 km) wide. In the centre of Peru are the Andes,
mountains with peaks over 20,000 ft (6,096 m), high
plains and deep valleys. In the east is the Amazon jungle.

Climate – The Amazon rainforest has tropical weather;
hot, humid and rainy, especially in the summer. 

The Andes region usually has cold and dry weather. It also
has a rainy season, which sometimes causes severe
landslides. The Andes mountains stop jungle winds from
reaching the coast. This keeps the coast dry. Peru’s
climate is also affected by hot and cold sea currents,
especially "El Niño", which can cause disastrous floods
and droughts in different regions.

Biodiversity – Peru has a huge variety of life forms. 
20 per cent of the world’s flora are found in Peru, and
almost 20 per cent of the world’s species of bird. 

History
Many civilisations have lived in Peru. From the 12th to 
the 15th centuries the Inca people, who worshipped 
the sun, built an enormous empire in Latin America. 
Their imposing buildings can still be seen at Machu 
Picchu in the Andes. 

In 1532 a Spaniard, Francisco Pizarro, and his companions
arrived on the coast of Peru. The Inca leader, Atahualpa,
agreed to meet him. Pizarro told Atahualpa to surrender
and become a Christian but he refused. Although the
Incas gave the Spaniards a huge ransom in gold and silver
for Atahualpa’s release, they still executed him. In 1533
Pizarro captured the capital city, Cuzco, and the Incas
were defeated. Pizarro founded a new capital city, Lima.

The Spaniards controlled Peru and the native peoples
remained powerless and poor. They were forced to work
in the silver and gold mines, on the lands of Spanish
landlords and in textile mills. 

In 1821, Peru proclaimed its independence from Spain. 
Many of the Spaniards and other Europeans stayed in
Peru, controlling much of its wealth. Corrupt leaders kept
most Peruvians poor. 

In 1980 terrorist groups began a rebellion against the
government. Between 1980 and 2000 the terrorists and
the army killed 69,000 people between them, mostly in
the Andes and Amazon regions. Many fled from the
countryside to the cities for safety.

Background Information sheet

Language
Peru has two official languages: Quechua (the Inca
language) spoken by most people in the countryside, and
Spanish. Some Andeans speak Aymara. Some rainforest
peoples speak other local languages. 

Faith & culture
l 90 per cent of Peruvians are Roman Catholic.
l 45 per cent of Peru's population is “indigenous”.
(This means the people are descended from persons 
native to Peru, like the Incas). Most of them are very poor.

l 37 per cent are “mestizos” (of mixed race). 
l 15 per cent are descended from Spanish/other Europeans. 
Most of them are rich.

l 3 per cent are of Japanese/Chinese/African descent.

Traditional dress – Women traditionally wear brightly
coloured, embroidered skirts and multi-layered petticoats
called “polleras”. Men wear a poncho. Peruvians also wear
woollen or straw hats shaped like a bowler hat, cowboy-
style hats or the “chullo”, a woollen cap with earflaps.

Festivals – Most Peruvians celebrate Catholic feasts like the
feast days of Our Lady. They often involve Masses and
processions, music and dancing in colourful costumes, special
food and fireworks. Inti Raymi, the ancient Inca festival of the
sun god, is still celebrated in Cuzco in the Andes every June.
It also honours the Inca earth goddess, Pachamama.

Currency
The official currency is the “Nuevo sol”. 
US dollars are also accepted in most shops.
3.25 Peru nuevos soles = 55p = 1 US dollar 
(approx. as at July 2005)

Facts and figures
Agriculture: coffee, cotton, sugarcane, rice, wheat,
potatoes, corn, plantain, coca, poultry, beef, dairy products,
wool, fish. 

Industries: mining of metals, petroleum, fishing, textiles,
clothing, food processing, cement, auto assembly, steel,
shipbuilding, metal fabrication. 

Natural resources: copper, silver, gold, petroleum,
timber, fish, iron ore, coal, phosphate, potash, hydropower,
natural gas.

Population of Peru: (2005 est.): 27,925,628.

Population of Lima: In the 1950s: 500,000
2005: 8,113,000 (est.)

Urbanisation: In the 1950s: 70 per cent of Peruvians lived
in the countryside (approx.) 2005: 70 per cent of Peruvians
live in the towns and cities.

Poverty levels: Around 12 million people in Peru live on
less than $2 (approx. €1.50) a day.

PeruR9199
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Family story 1

Celestino and his wife Rosa live in Anexo Uscamarca in the
province of Chumbivilcas. They have six children: Mery Felicia (16),
Wilson (15), Jivan (13), Rely (12), Frida (9), and Brayan (5).

Chumbivilcas is called “little Mexico” by people from neighbouring
provinces. Many of the men dress like cowboys. The province is
famous for cattle rustlers. Celestino’s home is an hour’s walk over
mountain paths from the main town, Santo Tomas. They built this
house themselves in only two months. Celestino laid the bricks and
Rosa added the plaster.

Celestino reads the news on the local radio station – Radio Santo
Tomas – for the surrounding communities. Most communities
have radios. Many do not have electricity, lights, roads, or phones. 
There are 500 people in Celestino’s community.

Celestino normally gets up at 4 or 5am. He tends the land and
looks after the farm. When it rains, or on Wednesdays when he
works in Santo Tomas as a human rights volunteer, Celestino gets
up later and eats breakfast with the family. Rosa gets up at
5.30am, lights the fire in the kitchen and prepares breakfast. The
kitchen is lit with a candle in a bottle. The rest of the family gets
up at 6am. Wilson does his homework before breakfast.

They have breakfast at 6.30am. Breakfast is soup made with black
potatoes (that have been buried under the ground to last them
the winter) and beans, and coca tea. They also eat a type of popcorn made with maize. Sometimes they have
oats like porridge. The family eats just breakfast and dinner. For dinner they have soup made from potatoes
again. They get their water from a spring and there’s a brook where they bathe in the cascades and wash their
clothes. Sometimes they wash with the water kept in front of the house.

Jivan, Rely and Frida set off at 7.15am to walk to school in Santo Tomas. Although education should be free they
still have to pay a fee each term. Many children come a long way and arrive tired. At school Frida learns natural
sciences, Quechua and Spanish. Quechua is the local language spoken in the Andes. She also learns mathematics
and civic education (the national anthem and symbols).

At break-time the children play. There are swings and a slide. They also play a game with flattened bottle tops
called “Froggy” (Sapo). The first player throws one lid and the players decide how many times they must hit the
other player’s lid to win. They then take turns. The first one with the agreed number of hits wins. 

The children return from school between 4pm and 5pm, and Rely goes to collect the sheep. Wilson and Jivan
collect long grass called “pasto” to feed the bulls.

Brayan goes to nursery school at 9am with other four and five year olds. There are 30 children there from the
whole community. The teacher blows the whistle walking through the village so that they know it’s time to set
off for school. Rosa takes Brayan to school, then takes their sheep up the hill to graze, before feeding the bulls.
On some days Rosa weaves wool from the sheep and makes blankets or ponchos – mostly for the family but
sometimes to sell.

Celestino and Rosa sometimes sell one of the sheep if they need extra money. Sometimes they eat one for special
occasions like birthdays or baptisms. They have two bulls to plough the land and to sow seeds for potatoes and
other crops between August and November. Celestino and Rosa take it in turns to water the crops. They have an
irrigation channel for dry weather so that they can water the potatoes, maize, onions, garlic and celery. A small
potato harvest in January feeds the family through the rainy season. The big harvest starts on 3 May – corn,
wheat, potatoes, oats, peas, coca, and beans. 

Chumbivilcas, Southern Andes

Frida’s family
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Around eight million people live in Lima, the capital city of
Peru. It never rains in Lima as there is a desert-like climate,
yet it was once called “the garden city” with the beautiful
River Rimac flowing through its centre. Since then the
population has multiplied and clouds of pollution now
hang over the city. The river is a trickle and there are water
towers everywhere with messages like “Water is life – use
only what you need” written on them. 

San Juan de Lurigancho, a short drive from the centre of
Lima, is the largest urban district in Peru. Around a million
people live there. The district contains some of the most
recently built shanty towns in Lima – built on the far
outskirts of the city to the east. These shanty towns are in a
dry and dusty valley that goes up towards the Andes. 

Newcomers from the highlands build houses where they
can – usually on the highest slopes as the flat land has
already been taken by others. People dig the rock out of
the sheer, arid hillsides to make terraces. They burn and
beat the rock until it cracks. Then they start building their
homes with rush-matting as this is the cheapest way to
make them. Later they may make their houses of wood
using container boxes from Lima’s port. Some wooden
houses can be bought ready-made. When they are earning
more money, they build brick houses, one storey at a time. The houses at the bottom of the hill are of brick while
those at the top, where the newest arrivals live, are of rush-matting. It’s dark in some of the houses because they
don’t have windows. 

For the last seven months Christian has lived at the top of the slope in San Juan de Lurigancho with his mother,
Ilaria, and his father, Alejandro. Alejandro and Ilaria come from Huancavelica in the Andes, about 450 km from
Lima. Alejandro was a farmer growing cereal, wheat and potatoes, but the harvests were poor. He moved to Lima
22 years ago to find better work and used to go back to Huancavelica twice a year. The rest of the family only
moved to Lima three years ago. They are happy to be together. Alejandro sharpens knives for a living. Ilaria buys
and sells sweets and chocolates but they are not selling well so she is thinking of trying something else.

Their house is made of rush-matting and wood, with blue plastic sheets tied around the rush-matting to keep out
the dust. There is a small room with two beds, and a smaller room used for sitting, cooking and eating. Christian’s
cousin, Ever, lives nearby with his brothers, Wilber and Rafael, and his mother.

Those who live at the top of the slope have to carry all the water they need up the hill in barrels or plastic
containers. The sewerage system doesn’t reach up to the newer houses. The family’s toilet is just a hole in the
ground that they have to clean out themselves. But soon, clean water will be pumped to the houses right at the top
of the hill. The community brought the sand and bricks up the hill to build the water tank, working in a human
chain.

Christian’s family just has water for breakfast at 6.30am before Christian leaves for school at 7am. It costs 30 soles
(€7.00) a term per child. The children have to cross a busy main road with three lanes of traffic to get to the
school. Christian stays there until 12pm. He works in the afternoon – he takes the bus to the city centre to a square
called Plaza Grau where he shines shoes. Ever leaves his house at 7am and goes into Lima to shine shoes in the
morning. He goes to school in the afternoons from 12-6pm then does his homework until 9.30pm. He likes maths. 

When the boys have gone, Ilaria goes to the market and spends the morning preparing lunch. Whether the family
can eat and what they can eat depends on how much money they have. They usually eat potato soup or rice. They
do not usually eat in the evenings. 

The cousins are good friends and on Sundays they play together. Christian has a pet parrot called Polly.

San Juan de Lurigancho, Lima
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Family story 3

Rosa and Luís Mulatillo have lived in the shanty
town of San Martín de Porras on the outskirts of
Lima for twelve years. They used to live in San
Juan de Lurigancho. They have two children:
Kevin,7, and Elvis,12.

San Martín de Porras was once agricultural land
where potatoes were grown. In the 1970s the
land was divided and everyone was given their
own piece of land. Now the city has spread here.

Rosa says, “I came to Lima (from Piura in the
north) when I was 15 to look for a better future.
There is lots of poverty in Piura. When I first
came I worked as a maid. They always 
criticised me because we do things differently 
in the mountains.”

Rosa did evening classes three hours a day to
finish her secondary school education. She met
Luís when she was working in a factory that
exports fruit and vegetables. Luís makes and sells
plastic furniture. When the children were born Rosa stopped working and stayed at home to look after them. 
The family struggled to earn enough money. Then Rosa heard about “Solidaridad”. Solidaridad runs craft
workshops and helps women to set up small businesses. Rosa learnt to make chocolates and cakes. 

“I buy what I need as I go along and spend half of what I earn to make the next batch,” she explains. “I thank
God for the wonderful people I am working with and for putting these people in my path. I have learnt a lot. 
I now have the confidence to speak to people so they will buy my produce.“

When Rosa’s son, Kevin, was very ill he needed medical help. Rosa was worried that she could not afford it, but
with the money she had earned from selling chocolates, she was able to take him to hospital. She earns about 
20 Soles (€4.60), for 50 chocolates. 

“I’m not sure how well the chocolates will sell in the summer so I’ll make cakes,” she says. “With the money
from making the chocolates I have bought an electric whisk. It’s very useful for making the cakes.”

On the roof of the house the family breeds chickens for their eggs and their meat. There is a small room full of
guinea pigs. In another room wild pigeons roost. The family eats the eggs they lay. Rosa feeds the hens with rice
and corn and then feeds the guinea pigs and the hens with a leafy plant called “alfalfa”. She uses droppings
from the hens and the guinea pigs to fertilise the tiny garden in front of their house.

Elvis and Kevin get up at 7am. They wash and dress before breakfast at 8am. For breakfast they have milk, oats,
bread and eggs or meat. They do not go to school in the mornings. Sometimes they go to the market with their
mum to buy food. For lunch at noon they have rice with chicken or fried fish and a fizzy drink. They leave for
school at 12.40pm. Elvis goes to school on the back of his dad’s moped. Kevin’s cousin takes him to school 
in his taxi. 

Kevin arrives at school at 12.50pm. There are 37 children in his class. Kevin likes English, maths, cultural studies,
social studies and computing. At break-time he plays football with his friends. Kevin’s school charges 67 Soles
(€15.41) per year. His uniform costs 150 Soles (€34.50) and books, exercise books, pens and pencils cost 200
Soles (€43.00).

Kevin arrives home at 6.15pm. At 8pm he has dinner – either tea and bread with butter and honey, or leftovers
from lunch. Then Kevin and Elvis sometimes go to the internet café to play games. They go to bed at 9pm.

San Martín de Porras, Lima

Kevin’s family
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A range of activities is presented, sorted by curriculum
area. Please select activities according to the age and
ability of your class.

Geography
Activity 1: Using a map or globe, ask the children to locate
Latin America and Peru, to name the countries around Peru
and the ocean beside it. Ask which ocean and countries they
would fly over to reach Peru. Ask them to point out the
equator and explain what this means for Peru’s climate.

Activity 2: Tell the children they are going to go on an
imaginary journey by plane to Peru in South America. Give out
blank templates of suitcases ask the children to draw in what
they would bring with them. With a large globe or world map,
trace the journey, talking about the places they will fly over.

Activity 3: Give children photocopies of the map of Peru
(below) with labels erased (A4 copy available at
www.trocaire.org/eduction/primary). As you talk about
Peru using information from the information sheet and the
family stories, invite the children to write in the missing names.
Ask the children to colour the Andes in brown, the jungle in
green, the desert in yellow and the ocean in blue.

Activity 4: Give the children copies of the geography section
of the information sheet. Ask them to make notes on the
landscape, climate and population of Peru. Ask them to
describe the weather in Lima and in Chumbivilcas province and
to give reasons for their answers.

Activity 5: Read the description of the Froggy Game in Family
Story 1. Ask a group of children to play it. Is it similar to any
games they usually play?

Activity 6: Give children the population statistics on the
information sheet. Ask what effect migration has had on Lima.
Talk about the reasons for this. Would the children choose to
move from the Andes to an urban environment like Lima? 
Ask them to give reasons. Ask children to imagine life in Lima
when it was “the garden city”, and to write about the changes
and why they have happened.

Geography and Literacy
Activity 1: Speaking and listening – At circle time show a
selection of the photocards. Invite the children to describe
what they can see and what they think the people in the
pictures are feeling.

Activity 2: Give the 12 photocards to a small group. 
Ask them to put together those that look similar and to explain
their choices. Discuss similarities and differences.

Activity 3: Give one photograph to each pair of children. Place
it on a large sheet of paper and ask the children to draw what
they think lies around the picture. Encourage them to talk and
discuss their ideas and reasons for them.

Activity 4: Give one photograph downloaded from
Trócaire’s website to each pair of children. Write some
labelling words on the board. Ask the children to label their
photograph. Help them to write a sentence underneath or in
a speech bubble about what the person in the picture may
be saying or thinking. (Use hot seating or freeze-frame).

Activities sheet
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Activity 5: Divide the class into three groups, giving each
group one family story and set of photographs (include extra
photographs from Trócaire’s website). Ask children to find
out about work, transport, food, water, games, houses and
school for each family and to make a table to show their
findings. Discuss what they have learnt.

Activity 6: Give out photocards relating to work, housing,
food, games or school to different groups. Ask them to
compare these topics for different parts of Peru. Can they
suggest reasons for the differences? How do they compare
with their own lives?

Activity 7: Give a copy of one family story to each child.
Ask him or her to recreate the story using a storyboard of
pictures and captions.

Activity 8: Give a copy of one family story to each child.
Ask him or her to write a diary of one day in Frida, Kevin or
Christian’s life. 

Activity 9: Working in a group, ask children to recreate a
day in the life of Frida, Kevin or Christian as a role play.

Activity 10: Ask children to imagine they have just been to
visit San Juan de Lurigancho, and to write a persuasive letter
to international leaders highlighting what is fair and unfair
and what should be done about the situation for people
living there. 

Activity 11: Ask children to find out more about the
agriculture of Peru, (eg what is alfalfa?), using the
information sheet, dictionaries and the internet. Make a
classroom display around a large map of Peru.

Map of Peru – A4 labelled and unlabelled versions available
at www.trocaire.org/education

PeruR9199



Social Personal and Health Education
Activity 1: Ask children to select a favourite picture and write a
poem or piece of prose to describe their feelings about it.

Activity 2: Provide sentences, in written form or orally, that
could challenge preconceptions, eg “I walk through a beautiful
clean environment on my way to school”, “I never watch TV”.
Ask the children to decide whether each was spoken by a
Peruvian child or a child in Ireland. Draw out that children
everywhere have advantages and disadvantages, likes and
dislikes, but may have different values and customs.

Activity 3: Ask children to compare Christian’s day with their
own. Ask what is fair or unfair. Discuss why Christian’s family has
so few advantages compared to families in Ireland.

Activity 4: Help the children to design a display on “Homes and
Families”, using what they have learnt. Encourage the children to
include homes and families from Ireland.and to compare life in
both countries.

Activity 5: If you have done the “Visual Arts” activity below on
building a shantytown, ask the children to close their eyes and
remember what it felt like inside their shanty house. Help them
to meditate on a day living there. Ask them what they would
wish for the people in San Juan de Lurigancho.

Activity 6: Read the family stories and information sheet. Ask: 
Is Peru a wealthy country? Should it be? Do the children think
that all Peruvians have a fair share of the wealth that is in the
country? Ask them to give reasons. If the children want to take
action, suggest that they find out more, raise awareness by
telling others, pray for the people of Peru and fundraise to help
Trócaire partners working there.

History
Activity 1: Ask children to read the history section of the
information sheet and find out more about Machu Picchu, 
the Incas and the Spanish invasion. They should investigate: why
Spain wanted to conquer Peru; how Peru changed after the
invasion, and why; and whether the changes were for 
the better or for the worse.

Activity 2: Make a timeline using the history section of the
information sheet.

Numeracy 
Activity 1: Using the map scale, work out distances from 
Lima to other places mentioned in the family stories and the
information sheet. 

Activity 2: Prices at the market in San Martín de Porras: 1 kilo
of fish = S/2.50; 1 kilo of apples = S/1; 1 kilo of bananas =
S/1.20; 1 kilo of granadillas = S/2.80; 1 kilo of raisins = S/0.80;
15 eggs = S/3.30; 1 kilo of potatoes = S/0.40 – S/0.60. 
Rosa spends S/20 on food a day including S/5 for the animals.
(S/1= €0.23 approx.) Ask children to compare with Irish prices,
plan a menu and work out relative costs.

Activity 3: Monthly bills for Rosa’s family in Lima include: food -
S/600; water supply - S/38; telephone - S/70; light supply - S/70. 
Ask children to work out the total monthly expenses and compare
to an average monthly wage in the Ireland of about €2,400 
Ask what else might need to be paid for each month (eg Rosa
and Luis are paying for their house with a loan from the bank).

Activity 4: Observing health and safety rules, allow pupils to try
carrying five litres of water across the playground. Discuss what it is
like for Christian’s family to carry all their water up the hill. Using
figures from a water supplier, ask pupils to work out their own
family’s daily water use and show their results on a bar or pie chart. 

Visual Arts
Activity 1: Download the picture on Trócaire’s website of the
traditional Peruvian tapestry of the Andes sewn from pieces of
cloth. Explain to the children that this is called “arpillería”. It was
made by women at a Solidaridad workshop in Lima. Using old
pieces of cloth, let the children make their own arpillería of the
Peruvian or Irish countryside.

Activity 2: Ask children to look at the photograph on the
website of Rosa making a chocolate egg at the Solidaridad
workshop. Ask the children to design their own chocolate eggs.

Activity 3: Download the website picture of traditional dancers
at the feast of the Immaculate Conception in the Andes. Using a
balloon and papier-mâché, ask the children to make a mask
similar to that in the photograph.

Activity 4: Investigate the bright cloth pictured on the cover of
this pack. Explain that women in the Andes wove it using traditional
designs and techniques. Women use these cloths to carry babies or
possessions. Ask the children to create similar patterns.

Activity 5: With the class, using sticks, plastic sheeting and
pieces of wood or woven screens, build a shantytown house on a
grassy area of the school grounds. Ensure it is structurally safe.
Give each child some time inside. Invite children to reflect on
what it would be like if that was their home.

Physical Education
Wearing the masks they have made (above) help the children to
make up a happy, festival dance.

Science
Activity 1: Discuss water shortages in Lima. Ask the children to
design an experiment to measure how quickly water evaporates
in different conditions. 

Activity 2: Provide information on the recommended daily diet.
Ask children to look at the diet of the three families using the
family stories. Do they have a balanced diet? What is missing?
Discuss the reasons and what could improve each family’s diet.

Modern Foreign Languages
Ask the children to list words and phrases that a visitor to 
Peru might need. Look up the words in a Spanish dictionary. 
(You might even be able to find some of the Quechua words 
on the internet). If possible, invite a Spanish-speaking parent 
to demonstrate how the words are pronounced.

Music / ICT
Find a recording of Peruvian traditional music (available from 
most music shops). Play some tracks for the children and ask them
to comment and imagine what instruments are being played. 
Use the internet to find out about Peruvian musical instruments.

Cross-curricular
Activity 1: Using the downloadable photographs on the
website, ask children to design their own postcard of a visit to
Peru. Ask them to write a message on the reverse as if they were
sending a postcard home telling what they have seen.

Activity 2: Make chocolates using Rosa’s recipes on the Trócaire
website.

Activity 3: Hold a Peru Week in school, including cross-
curricular activities in all classes, special food and music, costumes
and displays.
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